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This is my 21st year in a very
busy private practice. I had a
further six years of training, which
included two years as a plastic
surgery fellow in the prestigious
Cleveland Clinic in America as
well as a plastic surgery unit in
Bordeaux, France.
During my time at the
Cleveland Clinic I gained much
experience with implants,
with a large proportion being
explantation as this was in the
middle of the Dow Corning
silicone saga and all of these
patients were concerned about
having silicone implants in
their body.
I have performed a large
number of breast surgeries
– reductions, augmentations
and also a lot of breast
reconstructions, both implant
based and autologous tissue
reconstruction. I have analysed
my results as well as many other
surgeons’ results that come
through my door. I have thus

gathered techniques that I know to
work and give the best outcomes.
My preferred implants are
undoubtedly anatomical implants.
Round implants do not make much
sense to me; they fall short of giving
nice lower pole fullness with a very
sudden superior takeoff. Anatomical
implants give you all what round
implants do not – and a lot more. I
believe you can fill the upper pole
better with anatomical implants as
you can vary the height compared
to the width, which you cannot do
with round implants. The only thing
that a round implant does is give
you breast volume and a sudden
takeoff whereas an anatomical
implant imparts a much better
shape to the breast.
I also believe that cohesive
silicone gel gives the best look,
shape and feel to the breasts when
comparing them to saline implants.
With saline implants, if you want a
soft breast you need to underfill the
implant, which results in wrinkling
of the implant. If you don’t want
the wrinkling, you must overfill the
implant, giving the breast a harder
feel. Because of the wrinkling of
the implant shell, you also need to
place the implant in a subpectoral
pocket to camouflage the wrinkling.
With gel implants, a submammary
or a subpectoral pocket can be
used, depending on the patient's
subcutaneous thickness and cover.

Over many years in practice, I
have grown to like the Allergan 410
anatomical series very much. I also
have used the Mentor range and use
both of these implant companies
exclusively as they are consistently
reliable and tested for many years
without any hiccups as in some of
the newer implant companies.
I believe that the core study
data on both Allergan and Mentor
implants are very comparable,
hence I do not hesitate to use either.
Depending on the patient’s
preference, each company's
implants varies in dimension, and I try
to choose the different dimensions
of the different implants (base width,
projection and implant height) to fit
the patient’s physical characteristics.
I always use sizers and choose the
most appropriate implant to give the
patient her ultimate wishes.
Most of my patients request a
very natural look and the most
important dimension for this is the
implant base width. There is a range
within 1.5cm and depending on
the patient’s wishes with size, I can
usually give them exactly what they
request for in size.
All in all, breast augmentation
remains a very popular operation
due to the fact that implant
technology is continually improving,
offering excellent results with few
complications and mostly very
happy patients.

long term, but for me I am
impressed with their track record;
current 10-year follow-up data
shows Mentor® has a very low
reported risk of key complications
in primary breast augmentation at
10 years, which translates to less
capsular contracture, less rupture
and less rotation.
I am also impressed with
Mentor’s commitment to teaching,
training and research, and overall
good service by its company
representatives. Its breadth of
shapes and sizes is also beneficial

to the surgeon, offering an implant
to fit just about every patient’s needs
and anatomy.
An additional advantage is
Mentor’s SILTEX™ Texture
technology in its range of textured
implants. There is evidence that
textured implants have a lower
rate of capsular contracture; there
is stronger evidence to this effect
when the implant is placed under the
muscle, and less so when it is placed
in front of the muscle.
Looking to the future, the focus is
on creating a harmonious balance

between the natural breast tissue
and the implant to create the
patient’s desired outcomes – for
both short and long terms. With
ongoing research and development,
we hope to evolve the next
generation of implants to achieve
even better results than what we are
achieving today.
In my opinion, the best product
we have currently is the one that
provides great results today and
even better results in the long
term. For me, that product is
Mentor® implants.

Dr Darryl J Hodgkinson continued
with symptoms and signs which
require more sophisticated and
expensive examinations such as
MRI to detect rupture.
Several other reasons that led me
to choose saline implants are if the
patient doesn’t want to be too big.
For example, for no more than a
D cup they well may be a candidate
for a saline implant. If the patient has
a nice thick breast tissue and I can
get a good muscular cover with a
partial subpectoral approach then
it’s nearly impossible to feel a saline
implant. Also, a saline implant has
the smallest incision of any implant
as it is supplied empty and has to
be inflated with a tube in the
operating room.
It is nice to be able to adjust the
size of the implant so that small
discrepancies in the symmetry of
a patient can be corrected. This is
done on the operating table with the
patient in the upright position.
I also like the saline implant
because of the movement of the
implants; they are not ‘’glued on’’.
Many of the implants don’t move
well but saline implants do, and
saline was always the preference for
small breasted women and dancers
in high class cabarets in Europe and
Las Vegas because of the natural
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breast movement and the "shimmy
factor’’ of saline implants.
It is suggested that patients with
gel implants should be assessed
for a replacement of their implants
at 10 years but this is not the case
with the saline implant. The rate
of capsular contraction for saline
implants is low and breast exercises
don’t have to be performed.
In my practice, 50 percent of
patients are good candidates for
saline implants. There has never
been a ‘‘saline scare’’ and saline
implants have never been taken
from the market. The retraction of
gel and foam implants from the
market has been very distressing
for patients with these implants,
but with saline implants there is
no such "distress’’. The only issue
which can arise is that if a patient
loses weight and a significant
amount of breast tissue, often due
to pregnancies, then the implant
can be slightly more palpable than
a gel implant and can lead to some
dissatisfaction. In those cases an
exchange of implant is indicated.
All in all, the saline implant for
myself and a large number of
surgeons in the US has resulted in a
headache-free breast augmentation
for patient and surgeon.
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Dr David Caminer
Dr Jeremy Hunt
Dr Jeremy Hunt is one of Australia’s
most highly regarded and in-demand
plastic surgeons. He is a Fellow
of the Royal Australasian College
of Surgeons and member of the
Australian Society of Plastic Surgery,
and has also completed a Fellowship
at the prestigious University of Texas
in the United States.
I have 15 years’ experience in
private practice, and have used the
full breadth of implants available. I
have no affiliation with any implant
manufacturer; the decisions I make
when selecting an implant provider
are purely evidence-based.
Currently, we are using so-called
5th-generation implants. The
1st-generation silicone implants
of the 1960s had a more liquid
consistency, a thinner shell and were
more prone to rupture and leakage.
In contrast, 5th-generation
implants contain a cohesive gel
and are firmer with less of a liquid
consistency, giving more control
in shaping the breast and a lower
rate of capsular contracture. This
‘memory’ gel is better equipped
to maintain shape (essentially to
behave more like a “gummy bear”)
and to offer more predictability in
both the short and long term.
My preferred implant is a
cohesive gel implant with a textured
shell, either round or anatomical
depending on the patient’s
preferences and anatomy, and
my preferred implant manufacturer
is Mentor®.
Mentor® implants offer numerous
advantages both short term and
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